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A Message From The Editor

Disclaimer:
The views and opinions expressed in the Xi Lambda Ledger are those of the 
author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of Alpha 
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. and/or Xi Lambda Chapter. Any content provided by 
our authors are of their opinion and are not intended to malign any religion, 
ethnic group, club, organization, company, individual or anyone or anything.

Greetings Brothers!

After a brief hiatus, the Xi 
Lambda Ledger has 
returned with a 
vengeance! Superseding 
previous editions in terms 
of both articles and

BROTHERHOOD
“In the early days of our existence, we were fewer in number 
and felt a deeper personal interest in each other. We could 
call nearly each brother by name when we met at our annual 
meetings, and we exercised a great personal feeling of 
Brotherhood in so doing.”

- Jewel George Biddle Kelley, February 1954

Jeffrey Gougis
Editor

photos, this version has now become the longest edition to 
date, yet it continues to chronicle the substantive manly 
deeds that our communities have grown to anticipate from 
the “Chapter of the World!”

This edition highlights our hugely successful Annual Friends and 
Family Homecoming Cookout, which was written by yours truly 
and contains a special message to the Chapter from Bro. 
John “Apple” Lane. Our contributing writers in this edition 
include Bros. Steve Wolfe, Kevin Baskins, Chuck Smoot, Kirby 
Jones, Rev. Gregory Payton, Demetrius Johnson, Immediate 
Past President Barris Sims, and Brother President Farrad Ali. 
Thank you Brothers!!!

With a continued focus on health, this edition includes a 
Health & Wellness article aimed at enhancing our overall well-
being as a Chapter. Additionally, the “Neophytes Up Close” 
section returns with a glimpse of some of our newest members. 

Fraternally,
Brother Jeffrey Gougis
Editor

@ChicagoAlphas
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Farrad Ali
President

A Message From Our New President
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We ARE Mission Focused!

Greetings to my Xi Lambda Brothers,

I am delighted to address you in this edition of 
The Ledger.  This edition exemplifies strong 
brotherhood demonstrated via the transition 
between Immediate Past President Sims and me 
as the current Xi Lambda Chapter President.  I 
feel that it is proper that this edition contain 
messages from both of us.  Brother Sims and I
worked quite well together when I served as his VP, and I constantly consult with him 
and other past presidents as to my goals and vision for the chapter.

I was initiated into Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. on April 16, 2011, via the 113 House of 
Alpha.  The Chapter of the World!  I vowed to stay active and to gravitate towards 
those things in Alpha that resonated the most with me.  The foundation and core of my 
Alpha understanding comes from the mission of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.  It is the 
bedrock of my purpose in Alpha.  In a way, I filter my leadership thoughts through the 
mission to evaluate them and to put them into a better context.  I believe that by 
having Xi Lambda be “Mission Focused,” there is no way in which we can lose as a 
chapter.  We are doing what we are supposed to be doing.

Being “Mission Focused” builds on “We Are Building,” “Let’s Go To Work,” and “Let’s 
Make An Impact.”  The messages from these three past Xi Lambda Presidents are part 
of the core of my Alpha constitution.  My primary goal is to galvanize the Xi Lambda 
Brotherhood to rise up from the slumber that the pandemic imposed on us.  We will 
forever take forward steps and find new ways to adapt to our environment and to 
serve.  We are Alphas!  We are Xi Lambda!  

We will find new and improved ways to provide service and advocacy for the 
communities for which we serve.  We have been developing leaders since 1924 and I 
don’t see any changes to that any time soon.  The bedrock of Xi Lambda culture 
promotes brotherhood and academic excellence.  We will continue to support our 
brothers and encourage them to always seek higher goals.  

Onward and Upward!

Fraternally,

Bro. Farrad Ali
Xi Lambda Chapter President



A Final Message: Immediate Past President
Making an IMPACT…

It's hard to believe that it has been over 2 years since 
the COVID-19 virus was first discovered and started a 
generational pandemic which has impacted our lives 
forever. The pandemic has challenged us in so many 
ways and has continued to remind us with each and 
every day just how things we take for granted can 
change in an instant. We have conditioned ourselves 
to make choices, like whether to leave the house or 
attend a meeting in person or online, as personal 
choices of survival or convenience. No matter the age, 
we have all become Zoom warriors, online meeting 
ninjas, albeit necessary, just to stay connected. 

With the cautious startup and progression of our programs and activities, our brotherhood remains 
stronger than ever and eager to come together and make an IMPACT in our communities and to 
fellowship with our brothers.

We must aim to be the BEST. We must have high expectations of ourselves, of our brothers, of our 
chapter and of our fraternity, but what does that mean?.... These are the traits and attributes that 
will make us the BEST:

We must remember to hold Alpha High and to reach deep to understand what truly brings us 
together. Brotherhood. Always put the health, well being and prosperity of our brothers first. As 
without the love, support and admiration of our brothers in the trenches, we are just a social club. 
When a brother commits himself or rekindles that spirit through personal sacrifice of his Time, Talents 
and Treasures, we must show him what it means to be in the bond of brotherhood called Xi 
Lambda.

Enlighten, Enrich, Elevate, and Empower each other to make an impact on our communities and 
society with the Excellence that is expected of us. Where much is given, much is Expected.

Simplify our processes and remove any obstacles or barriers that may slow progress towards our 
goals and in the execution of our mission. We cannot and will not fail… no excuses.

The Time together must be Treasured with the Traditions that make us special! We must never 
forget how we got here, what inspired us to be a member, and the people that made sacrifices 
for us. Those are the shoulders we stand on. We know that time on this earth is not guaranteed.

Being the best does not rest with accolades , awards, or recognition. The BEST is defined by our 
actions and our own measurements of what it means to be Aphi!

Good, Better, Best, never let us rest until the good gets better and the better gets B.E.S.T. 
We develop leaders! Make your IMPACT!!!

Be safe… Fraternal Regards,
Brother Barris Sims, 
Immediate Past Chapter President

Barris Sims
Contributing Writer
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Brother Toliver’s Book Bag Giveaway
“First of All, 
Servants of All, 
We Shall Transcend All.”

Embodying our motto as the men of Xi 
Lambda customarily do, Bro. Jason Toliver lead 
the way! He identified a need to help socio-
economically disadvantaged youth, using his 
financial resources to help children in need. 
Without hesitation, Bro. Toliver independently 
crafted a plan for a book bag giveaway to 
help our communities’ children.

Prescribing to the philosophy that charitable contributions for our youth begin in our 
own communities, coupled with his ideology that all children deserve a chance, Bro. 
Toliver sprang into action for this back-to-school initiative. Bro. Toliver stated, “I always 
wanted to give back after I became financially stable. I asked myself, what can I do.” 
That being said, Bro. Toliver helped by purchasing 550 book bags filled with school supplies 
“in that order!”

Next, Bro. Toliver assembled a team consisting of his wife, Zakiya Toliver, Bros. Steve 
Minter (wife Caroline), Curtis Bolden (son Malcolm), Joe Ignatius, and a host of friends and 
family members who helped fill the bags. In the month of August, Bro. Toliver’s team 
distributed school supplies and book bags to children and parents at three Chicago 
locations.

St. Ethelreda Catholic School located at 8723 S. Paulina, Chicago, IL, was the primary 
recipient, as 300 bags were given out there. The school’s principal, Dr. Denise Spells Ed.D., 
was so appreciative that she integrated the book bag giveaway with a scheduled event 
for free school physicals. Bro. Toliver’s book bag giveaway gave an added incentive for 
families to participate in the health care event and get prepared for the new school year.

Thank you, good Brother Toliver, for demonstrating to our communities, yet again, 
what Alpha men are all about! 06!!!
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Editor & 
Contributing Writer
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The Miracle 
of Oneness

Premarital preparation is crucial to the 
success of new marriages. “The Miracle of 
Oneness: A Premarital Guide for Believers” is 
available on Amazon and other platforms. 
This premarital guide is a perfect 
combination of biblical and sociological 
principles designed to help couples prepare 
for marriage. A wedding ceremony lasts one 
day, but marriage is a for a lifetime. As 
couples prepare for their wedding day, this 
guide will help them prepare for the lifelong 
institution of marriage.

This guide contains six challenging 
sessions that tackle the hard stuff in marriage 
like finances, communication, compatibility, 
and intimacy issues. Couples planning 
marriage will find that this to be a high-
priority guide for the future success of their 
marriage. Pastors, mentors, and counselors 
will find the teachings and exercises in this 
book helpful for counseling engaged and 
married couples. This book can also be used 
to aid in the officiating and planning of a 
wedding ceremony. Purchase your copy 
today of this work on Amazon or via the 
website for the book: 
http://www.miracleofoneness.com

Alpha History Fact

In 1915, Paul Robeson, an African-American singer, actor, and activist, became the 

third African-American student ever enrolled at Rutgers University. Robeson went to 

NYU’s School of Law in the fall of 1919 and became an assistant coach at Lincoln 

University, where he joined Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.

Rev. Gregory Payton
Contributing Writer
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(Bro. Kevin Baskins – continued from previous page page)
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(Bro. Kevin Baskins – continued from previous page page)
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Farrad Ali
Chapter President
& Contributing Writer

Keeping Your Systems Up-To-Date

As many of you may have heard on 
various media outlets, 2022 is expected to 
be a year full of cyberattacks that the world 
has not seen to date. Part of this is the 
expectation that these attacks will be 
performed by “nation states.” Cyberattacks 
against civil infrastructure has already 
occurred in the last twelve months, notably 
impacting a major US-based energy 
supplier.  In many of these cases, the impact 
of the attacks could be greatly reduced by 
having a disciplined approach to patch 
management. 

In other words, keep your systems close 
to the latest releases from vendors. Examples 
include updating your computers (Windows, 
Mac, Linux, etc.), applications (office 
productivity, databases) and updating your 
phone’s OS level. Why is this so critical you 
ask? Well, it goes something like this. Once a 
software vendor is made aware of a security 
defect in their product, they rush to 
determine the flaw in their code, and they 
release software updates to the public to 
close the risk posed by the flaw. 

Prior to the software vendor discovering 
the flaw in their product, some highly skilled 
people were involved in creating the code 
to exploit the flaw and they have likely used 
the flaw for some length of time to exploit 
vulnerable systems. These ‘people’ are what 
we call Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) 
actors. Their goal is primarily to gain 
unauthorized access to information systems 
with criminal intent. They can ‘camp’ inside 
of breached systems for months to collect 
the information that they need to eventually 
execute some crime that may breach 
confidentiality, integrity, or availability of the 
breached systems. Unauthorized disclosure a 
hospital’s health records causes compliance 
issues with serious consequences. Modifying 
banking transactions calls into question the

financial integrity of the institution’s 
customer records. 

Launching a ransomware attack 
against your computer takes away the 
availability of your computer to work for 
you. Once the software defect becomes 
widely known and vendors release 
patches, the next level of criminals are 
made aware of the vulnerabilities and how 
to exploit them. Their goal is to find systems 
that have the stated vulnerabilities and 
exploit them with tools that are widely 
available on the internet. There isn’t a real 
requirement for them to understand how 
the exploit works, but rather to have access 
to the exploit and to use it. This scenario is 
where most of the risk lies for the average 
users. 

The best defense against becoming a 
victim of a known software exploit is to pay 
attention to software updates and apply 
them close to the time that they were 
released. You should plan to cease using 
any computer system that is no longer 
supported by a vendor (i.e. where there will 
be no fixes for the software security flaws). 
Examples include Windows XP and 
Windows 7. With the greater dependence 
on online meetings, internet application 
platforms, and cloud document storage, 
keeping our systems up-to-date is 
mandated to ensure that we can continue 
to do the work of Alpha in the 21st Century 
and beyond. 

Fraternally, Bro. President Farrad Ali
Xi Lambda Technology Committee

Technology Corner
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March for Babies

Steve Wolfe
Contributing Writer

In 2022, Xi Lambda enjoyed our highest 
fundraising year ever for March for Babies 
(M4B) with $12,310 raised! Once again, Ron 
Kimble led the way raising $6,928 and this 
year Bill Reed had the next highest total 
raising $1,321. Ron also served as Captain 
for Xi Lambda’s team while I served as Co-
Captain. 

March of Dimes is one of the national partners of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.  
Chapters across the fraternity participate in M4B in their local communities.  The funds 
we raise help March of Dimes support research, lead programs and provide education 
and advocacy for all moms and babies.

M4B is important for a number of reasons:  1) it has been shown that research and 
education can improve pregnancy outcomes; 2) our communities have a higher rate 
of pregnancy complications (including pre-term labor, low birth weights, birth defects, 
and maternal & fetal death); 3) Alpha Phi Alpha is committed to supporting March of 
Dimes; and many more.   It takes the support of local chapters in order for the fraternity 
to reach its fundraising goals for March of Dimes and Xi Lambda did its part!

Xi Lambda was successful because of the support of Brothers in the chapter.  
Donations of $100, $50, $20, $5 – no amount is too large or too small.  Our total 
averages out to about $65 per Brother.  While the fundraising is the main objective, 
Brothers were also able to provide support by actually marching.  “You don’t have to 
give to march and you don’t have to march to give.”

One of the nice features of M4B is the fundraising website.  The site allows each 
person, who wants to raise funds, to set up their own page.  Through their page they 
can join a team (for example Team Xi Lambda), they send out donation requests, they 
can send out thank you notes, and the pages can accept and process electronic 
donations.  The pages can be linked to social media.  The most successful fundraisers 
reach out to friends, family, neighbors, and co-workers.

The M4B campaign runs on an annual basis from January 1st
through July 31st.  Our team page has had the same link for 
several years: https://www.marchforbabies.org/ Fundraising
/Team?teamId =76603&teamEventId=2972206&

So, be ready to make your 2023 donation and perhaps 
join the team by setting up your own fundraising page!

Congratulations Xi Lambda on a record-breaking 2022!

Let’s set a new record in 2023!

Bro. Ron Kimble
11
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Homecoming!

Jeffrey Gougis
Editor & 
Contributing Writer
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Over the past two years, life as we knew it 
changed, and in some ways, things will never
be the same. Millions of people around the 
world were forced to shelter in place. For this 
reason, many communicated with loved ones 
exclusively via phone or on platforms such as 
Zoom. 

On Sunday, August 14, 2022, the overcast sky made it gloomy, yet the light of Alpha 
still shined through. The forecasted rain never came, but so many Brothers, friends, and 
family did! Alpha men showed up and showed out bringing plenty of others along for the 
ride… the ride home!

(Continued on next page)

This highly anticipated annual event was long 
overdue after the previous two years were cancelled 
due to the COVID pandemic. We are transitioning from 
sheltering in place to a return to fellowship. Men, 
became reacquainted, shook hands, exchanged 
greetings, and departed more than just friends - they 
departed as Brothers! And…Shake hands we did, as 
Alphas utilized the power of the grip! Xi Lambda Bro. 
President Farrad Ali related, “The Fellowship Committee 
under the leadership of Brother Jimmie Smith did an 
outstanding job in making our 2022 Homecoming 
Picnic one to remember. I can't wait until next year's 
event.”

Photo Courtesy of Bro. Larry Crider

This initially came to the dismay of some of our senior brothers who rose to the 
occasion doing what Alpha men do – they got better! These former technological 
dinosaurs upgraded their skills to meet the new communication standards. However, 
these new standards created a void in fundamental in-person, human interaction. Now, 
more than ever, Xi Lambda’s Homecoming was not only welcomed – it was necessary!

As if there wasn’t enough good will in the SPIRIT of 
this homecoming, it got even better! Extra ENERGY was 
added upon the arrival of Brother General President 
Dr. Willis L. Lonzer, III. Our President’s arrival created a 
groundswell of excitement, as brothers from here and 
everywhere exchanged greetings with him. The very 
presence of the leader of Alphas around the world 
was a stark reminder of the POWER of the “Chapter of 
the World!” Bro. Gen. President Lonzer commented, 
“The Homecoming Picnic was exciting and did not 
disappoint, as I was able to reconnect with many 
Brothers that I know and to meet some that I did not 
know." Photo Courtesy of Bro. Patrick Lee-Palmer



(Bro. Jeffrey Gougis - Homecoming Continued)
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In addition to flavorful grilled meats and the traditional 
barbeque fare, careful consideration and preparedness 
was given to provide vegetarian and vegan options. All 
hunger pangs were quickly eliminated, as the tasty food 
was deemed to have been well worth the wait!

Oh, but there was more than great food… there was 
also great music! On hand, there were several divine nine 
sisters guest DJs who kept the homecoming celebration

Amid the COVID lessons, we have learned to 
better appreciate in-person, human interaction 
and not take socialization for granted. We offer 
gratitude and appreciation for the committee 
who put this signature event together. In the 
end, the overwhelming consensus was that 
this much-needed Xi Lambda event brought 
all who attended Home… 
Back to the House of Alpha…
A house filled with Brotherly love… 

At the end of the day, it was double the fun since this 
event had been last held two long years ago. It was 
refreshing to see Alphas from many places together again 
in the spirit of brotherhood. More importantly, this event 
created a platform for restoration in that it facilitated a 
return to normalcy. 

Photo Courtesy of Bro. Larry Crider

Photo Courtesy of Bro. Damon Smith

The Homecoming’s committee chairman, Bro. Jimmie 
“let me be clear” Smith, spearheaded Xi Lambda’s efforts to 
bring about a spectacular celebration and they did just 
that! Bro. Smith, along with his committee, was clear. These 
Brothers recognized the special nature of our return to 
togetherness and created a memorable event. Bro. Barris 
Sims stated, “Job Well Done… The bar has been set and 
fellowship was definitely in order.” 

Working with a sense of purpose, the committee changed the original title of the 
event from “Friends and Family Cookout” to simply, “Homecoming.” This change more 
appropriately captured the true sentiment and essence of this event. Bro. Smith remarked, 
“This was a celebration of interconnected relationships… It was our rebirth - our renewal of 
fellowshipping as Brothers.”

going strong: “Chyna” – Alpha Kappa Alpha, “Lady Chi” – Delta Sigma Theta, “Breathlezz”
– Zeta Phi Beta, and “Chill” – Sigma Gamma Rho. Not to be outdone, Xi Lambda DJs “J. 
Smith” & “Fre” kept the people moving as well! Lastly, shutting the party down was a 
surprise guest appearance by legendary house DJ/Producer, and Alpha, DJ Nick Nonstop 
aka Bro. Irving Nicholson!

Photos Courtesy of Bro. Damon Smith



Xi Lambda’s Homecoming 2022

Photos Courtesy of Bro. Damon Smith
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Homecoming Continued:

Photos Courtesy of Bro. Larry Crider

Photos Courtesy of Bro. Damon Smith
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The Outstanding Successes of Theta Chapter!

Chuck Smoot
Contributing Writer

Spring of 2005 was the last time Theta 
Chapter won Midwest Region College 
Chapter of the Year. The current chapter 
bears several similarities to the 2005 chapter 
in that they were also in a rebuilding phase. 
They also had recently initiated a “big line,” 
(relatively speaking), a couple of years 
earlier. They had good alumni support and a 
chapter that was committed to doing the 
work of Alpha.

The biggest difference between the 2005 chapter and the 2022 chapter is COVID. The 
pandemic would have (and did) send other chapters into a period of despair, inactivity, 
and questions. 

This was NOT the case with the current members Theta. In spite of COVID, or because 
of it, members of the chapter saw that the need to be a force in the community, on their 
campuses, was more important than ever. They were committed to doing whatever they 
could to ensure that COVID would not slow down the light of Alpha nor diminish the 
legacy of Theta. 

The successes that Theta has enjoyed did not happen in a vacuum or did it happen 
by osmosis? Bro. Demetrius Johnson, Theta Chapter President, has been an impressive 
force in moving the chapter forward and keeping them on schedule and having a 
thoughtful and practical working agenda. Vice President Bro. Tyrell Grimmage was the 
perfect accompaniment to Bro. Johnson’s directions. The Fall 2021 initiated brothers 
came in and started doing the work of Alpha the day after they were initiated. Everyone 
was committed and dedicated. And it showed. Everyone did their part – a grad advisor’s 
dream!

For the first time in 17 years, Theta competed for Outstanding College Chapter of the 
Year. While that honor went to another chapter, we collectively rejoiced when Bro. 
Demetrius Johnson, Jr. was named the Outstanding College Brother of the Year. Bro. 
Johnson is the first member of Theta Chapter to receive such an honor. 

The support of the chapter and their efforts have been amazing. Bro. Barris Sims has 
been steadfast in their support of Theta and offering his assistance where possible. Bros. 
Jordan McMillan and Richard Lawson have offered unwavering support of the chapter in 
their endeavors. And, Bro. John “Apple” Lane has always been available for inspiring and 
motivating words.

The successes Theta enjoys is due not only to the chapter’s efforts, but to the support 
of Xi Lambda Chapter and the Theta Chapter Alumni Association. They say it takes a 
village to raise a child – but it takes a Brotherhood to make a difference. 

Fraternally and Gratefully, Bro. Charles Smoot, Theta 5/16/1987
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Letter to Xi Lambda
To the Men of Xi Lambda - May 2022

Thank you for having the Greater Theta 
Chapter at your last general body 
meeting. We appreciate you answering 
our call for financial help on our quest 
towards Midwestern Chapter and Brother 
of the Year.

I’m proud to say we were able to bring both home!... a feat that hasn’t been 
accomplished since 2005! With your financial assistance, we were also able to pay for the 
train tickets of 5 brothers in need. It was essential for the chapter to be at full strength in 
order to celebrate this accomplishment.

When I was elected Chapter President May 2021, I wanted to revitalize what it meant to 
be a part of Theta Chapter. After battling low numbers from Covid and a chapter full of 
seniors, I knew this was my last shot to change the culture. By creating several 
partnerships with organizations such as ChiGivesBack, Cards For Hospitalized Kids, 
Cornerstone Community Outreach, and Chicago Youth Detention Centers, Theta was able 
to give back to the greater Chicago community. By collaborating with every single D9 
sorority, we were able to put Black women at the forefront of our priorities! Lastly, the 
establishment of passive service (fundraisers, petitions) and active service (physically 
being in the environment we’re serving) allowed us to be recognized and awarded by 
several organizations such as UIC, Loyola, UChicago, and of course - Alpha.

This past year as President has been one of the most difficult yet educating and rewarding 
moments of my life. In addition to serving as Chapter President this year, I also was in my 
senior football season, in the midst of an internship, studying for my GRE, and applying to 
business school. There were moments I wanted to quit all my obligations, but I knew God 
put me in these leadership positions for a reason - because He knew I could handle it all… 
And I did!

In May 2022, Theta will be having elections and my tenure as President will come to an 
end. After graduating The University of Chicago with a B.A. in Economics June 4th, I’ll be 
moving to NYC to start my career on Wall Street within the investment banking division of 
Morgan Stanley. Here, I’ll be working on the mergers and acquisitions of companies in the 
power and energy industry - specializing in clean tech, renewables, and green energy. 
I’m also in the process of applying to deferred MBA programs, which will allow me to gain 
acceptance as a senior but won’t need to enroll until up to 4 years later (basically a 
saved spot)!

Once again, thank you to President Barris Sims and the Xi Lambda Chapter for making this 
happen! Onwards and upwards!     

Best Regards,
Bro. Demetrius Johnson
2022 College Brother of the Year

Demetrius Johnson
Contributing Writer
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Xi Lambda Chapter - 90th Annual 
Midwestern Regional Convention Kansas City, MO
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Neophytes
Up 

Close! 

My hobbies include motorcycle riding, traveling, cigar education, reading, and 
podcasting. Being an Alpha Man to me is a constant reminder that we are placed on 
this earth to be of service to all mankind. It is also a daily inspiration to be better 
tomorrow than I am today. 

Since becoming an Alpha, I chaired and served on the Blood Drive Committees, 
seven (7) Days of Service initiatives including, food drive, clothing drive, and blood 
drive. Additionally, I serve on the Publicity Committee, presented House of Alpha at 
the 2021 Open House, served on the Adopt- A- Senior Committee, served on the 
Voteless People is a Hopeless people election day initiative. I served in the Initiation 
process of both Theta and Nu Rho Brothers, attended the Theta golf outing, and 
volunteered with the New Beginnings Church Holiday Food drive. 

The quote I live by, “Good fences make good neighbors!” - Robert Frost

Bro. Wayman Freelon

Brother Kirby Jones - Xi Lambda Initiate: Fall 2020

Born in Chicago, IL, I grew up living within the Hyde 
Park community. I graduated from Kenwood 
Academy High School. I received my BA in Business 
Management with Honors from Roosevelt University. 
My wife Traci Jones, a member of (Alpha Kappa 
Alpha Sorority, Inc Beta ’94) and I have been married 
for 14 years. We have two children Ashley (29) and 
Caleb (12). Brother Kirby Jones

Brother Wayman Freelon -Xi Lambda Initiate: Fall 2020

Born April 16, 1979, in Chicago Illinois. I spent my 
childhood years traveling between Chicago IL., 
Fresno Ca., and Gary In. I Graduated from Lane 
Technical High School. I also received my B.A. degree 
and currently pursuing my M.B.A. from Western 
Governors University. My wife Teresa Freelon, a 
member of (Sigma Gamma Rho) and I were married 
11/11/2009. 

(Continued on next page)

Kirby Jones
Contributing Writer
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I have a passion of for helping others reach their full potential both personally and 
professionally. I have written two books and currently working on my third project. 
Other hobbies I enjoy include photography, traveling, fitness training, and golfing. 
Being an Alpha Man to me means, we have a unique role to serve others and make a 
positive difference within our communities. To do things in excellence and be at the 
forefront of social, economic, and political change.    

Since becoming an Alpha, I have participated in the (7) days of service events, 
including volunteering for the blood drive and community health awareness event on 
87th Street. I participated in the IMDP process for Nu Rho and Theta lines by giving 
lectures. I served as a guest panel speaker for AKA and Alpha mentoring program, 
serve on Xi Lambda education committee, and volunteered for the Montclair Adopt-
A-Senior gift bag giveaway in 2021. Lastly, I serve as contributing writer to the Xi 
Lambda Ledger. The quote I live by, “If better is possible, then good is not enough.”

Bro. Dr. Charlie Dates

(Bro. Kirby Jones – Neophytes Up Close continued)

Brother Dr. Charlie Dates - Xi Lambda Initiate: Fall 2020

I am the husband of one wife, the lovely Kirstie E. Dates, for
15 years and counting. We have two children, Charlie II
and Claire Elisabeth. I serve as the Senior Pastor of
Chicago’s historic and iconic Progressive Baptist Church
and an affiliate professor of Historical Theology and
Homiletics at Baylor University, Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School, and Wheaton College.

I enjoy reading, travel, golf, public speaking, writing, and
counseling. I am particularly gifted in communication,
leadership, vision casting, leadership development, and
discernment.

Being an Alpha Man to me means, to uphold the highest standards of integrity in all
matters private and public. Specifically, it is to equip emerging generations with the
fortitude necessary to lead and transform society for the better development of
humankind.

Since becoming an Alpha, I served in the Voting Day polls outreach in 2021. I gave a
lecture for the Theta IMDP process in 2021. I am serving as leader of the elections
committee for Spring 2022. The quote I live by, “Do unto others as you would have
them do to you.”

Alpha History Fact
Bro. Garrett A. Morgan, inventor of the stoplight and gas mask, donated 

$150 toward the first publication of the fraternity’s history book prior to 
the 1929 release of the first edition. 20



The Chicago Alpha Black History Tour August 2022

Photos Courtesy of Bro. Damon Smith
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8th Annual Chicago Alphas Bid Whist Tournament April 2022

1st Place: Bros. Watkins & Champion

2nd Bros. Conley & Young

3rd Bros. Reed & Crump
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Photos Courtesy of Bro. Barris Sims



eXceL Center March 2019 – March 2022

Photos Courtesy of Sor. Chaelecia Cooper
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Previously Held Events
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